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VIRGINIA GENERAL ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS, 1979
By Larry Sabato

Mr Sabato is an assistant professor ofgovernment and
foreign affairs at the University of Virginia.

I t is usually difficult to discern a trend in
state legislative elections since they are
normally a patchwork of largely local
contests. While the 1979 General Assembly
elections in Virginia were no exception, a
greater degree of two-:-party competition was
manifested at that level than the state has
previously been accustomed to. Even though
large Democratic majorities remain in both
houses of the General Assembly, the partisan
realignment that the Old Dominion experienced in the early 1970s at the statewide
level finally may be reaching the lower
electoral layer.
ELECTION RESULTS

Overall in 1979, the Republicans gained
three seats in each chamber of the General
Assembly, defeating three incumbent
Democratic senators and two Democratic
delegates while also successfully defending
all but one of their own incumbents. Despite
these gains, however, the GOP was left with
only a small minority (9 of 40 Senate seats
and 25 of 100 House seats) in both houses of
the General Assembly.
The most senior Democrat defeated was
moderate Roanoke Senator William B.
Hopkins, a twenty-year veteran. Hopkins
was defeated by another moderate, Republican Delegate Ray L. Garland, who in 1970
had been the GOP candidate for the U.S.
Senate. (Garland had run a distant third
then, behind Democratic nominee George C.
Rawlings, Jr., and the winner, incumbent
Independent U.S. Senator Harry F. Byrd,
Jr.)
A pair of two-term Senate Democrats
joined Hopkins in the loser's circle. Conservative Coleman B. Yeatts of Pittsylvania

County was defeated by an equally conservative Republican, W. Onies Barker; and
moderate James T. Edmunds of Lunenberg
County lost to archconservative former
Delegate Eva F. Scott. The first woman ever
to win election to the Virginia Senate, Scott
was able to triumph because of a crushing
majority in suburban Chesterfield County,
one source of strong support for all recent
statewide GOP candidates. Like those state
candidates, Mrs. Scott had the enthusiastic
and repeated endorsement of the influential
Richmond newspapers.
The Republicans were also able to retain
the seats of two threatened GOP incumbents. In Newport News, conservative
Herbert H. Bateman, a three-term former
Democratic senator who in mid-term had
switched parties in 1976, narrowly won reelection as a Republican over C. B. "Charlie"
Covington, Jr., a moderate Democrat who
had been thought to be in the lead. And in
the Fredericksburg area, incumbent Republican John H. Chichester easily overcame a
spirited challenge from Robert W. Ackerman.
Almost as disturbing to the Democrats as
their defeats was the unusually large number
of near-upsets of their incumbents. Senator
William E. Fears of the Eastern Shore had
an unexpectedly difficult time defeating his
Republican opponent, as did senators
Charles Waddell of Loudoun County and
John C. Buchanan of Wise County. Senator
Peter K. Babalas of Norfolk was nearly
defeated by Virginia Beach City Councilwoman Meyera Oberndorf in an election
marred by widespread voting machine
malfunction (caused by human error). The
Democratic majority leader in the Senate,
Adelard L. Brault of Fairfax, won by a
surprisingly small margin, c'onsidering the
fact that his opponent was a twenty-two year

old archconservative. And in the closest
election in the state, Democratic incumbent
Senator Madison E. Marye won another
term with a narrow margin of only twenty
votes over Edwin C. Stone, formerly a law
partner of Governor John N. Dalton.
(Marye holds Dalton's former seat, a source
of some irritation to the governor, who
campaigned extensively for Stone.)
In the Senate, the only bright spot for
Democrats was in a Fairfax County district,
where liberal Delegate Richard L. Saslaw
bucked the strong Republican tide in
Northern Virginia to defeat conservative
former Delegate James R. Tate for the seat
of retiring Democratic Senator Orner Hirst.
In the House races in populous Fairfax
County, however, the GOP did exceptionally well, defeating incumbent liberal Democrat Kenneth R. Plum and taking both open
slots for control of eight out of ten Fairfax
seats. One incumbent GOP delegate, Robert
L. Thoburn, was beaten in the general
election; but many Republicans breathed a
sigh of relief at the political demise of the
maverick archconservative, who had been a
thorn in both parties' sides. Thoburn was
replaced by another Republican in a multiseat floater district.
Virginia Beach was the site of yet another
Republican breakthrough. That city has had
a GOP state senator since 1971 and has voted
Republican in all recent congressional and
statewide elections. Until 1979, however, no
Republican had ever managed to win a
House of Delegates berth from the city. The
situation was changed in the 1979 election
when conservative W. R. "Buster" O'Brien
dislodged liberal Delegate Bernard Barrow
(O'Brien had almost defeated Barrow for reelection two years earlier). A final fyather
was added to the Republican cap with the
GOP's capture of the seat of retiring
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Democratic House Speaker John Warren
Cooke of Mathews County. Harvey B.
Morgan easily defeated Boyd M. Sears, Jr.,
who had been nominated by a single vote in a
bitter Democratic convention.
Democrats otherwise acquitted themselves well in hard-fought House contests.
They retained all five Richmond House seats
and also once again made a clean sweep of
Norfolk's seven seats, despite serious and
concerted Republican challenges (in each
city, one Republican had been given a
chance of victory). Similarly, in overwhelmingly conservative Henrico County, moderate Democratic Delegate Robison B. James
rather unexpectedly survived a well-financed
effort by conservative Republican Jane F.
Wagner. Wagner had the enthusiastic
backing of both the Richmond newspapers
and leading state conservatives, such as
former governor Mills E. Godwin, Jr.
Finally, the Democrats picked up two open
House seats that had been held in the
previous legislative session by Republicans
Ray Garland of Roanoke City and Eva Scott
of Dinwiddie County. (Both Garland and
Scott, of course, had left the House to seek
election-successfully-to the Senate.)
Voter turnouts were generally very light,
as is the normal (if regrettable) pattern in offyear legislative elections. The heavier turnouts tended to occur, not surprisingly, in
districts with major contests; but even in
these cases, voter participation was not
spectacular. The races for Henrico County's
three House seats, some of the most heavily
publicized and hardest fought battles in the
state, drew a bare majority (51.7 percent) of
the registered electorate to the polls. More
typical of the statewide pattern in areas with
reasonably competitive contests was Richmond City's 39.8 percent turnout and
Fairfax County's 42.3 percent. These participation rates greatly overstate the degree of
citizen involvement, since they are percentages of the registered electorate. A far
smaller proportion of the potential
electorate-those aged eighteen or oldervoted in the 1979 General Assembly elections.

MEMBERSHIP TURNOVER

Counting retirees as well as legislators
defeated in primaries and the general
election, just 6 new faces could be found in
the newly elected 40-member Senate, and 15
new ones in the 100-member House. The full
General Assembly membership turnover of
21 represents just 15 percent of the total-the
lowest overall turnover in at least a decade,
and one of the lowest turnover figures of any
state legislature in the nation (see Table 1).
The personnel shifts continue to be centered
in urban areas, at least in the House. While
the 6-seat Senate turnover in 1979 was
equally divided between urban and rural
areas, 7 of 11 House seats that changed
hands were located in urban Virginia. This
pattern has held virtually constant since the

Table 1
MEMBERSHIP TURNOVER IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1969-1979

Number of New Members of General Assembly
Senate a
Year
1969
1971
1973
1975
1977
1979

House

Urban

Rural

Total

9

8

17

5

5

10

3

3

6

Entire Assembly

Urban Rural Total

Urban

Rural

Total

9
18
7
3
4
4

17
29
16

9
26
7
8
4
7

26
55
23

17
20
16
12
14
11

26
38
23
15
18
15

17
14
14

25
18
21

SOURCE: General Assembly of Virginia, Manual of the Senate and House of Delegates, for sessions
1969-1979.

aNo Senate elections were held in 1969, 1973, and 1977.

tumultuous redistricting elections of the
mid-1960s.
Regionally, the turnover pattern is equally
stable. The Northern Virginia and Hampton
Roads areas together account for 12 of the 21
seat shifts in 1979. Since 1965 these two
metropolitan giants have produced almost
40 percent of all legislative personnel
changes, even though they possess less than a
quarter of the total legislative seats. If the
other major urban center, the Richmond
metropolitan area, is added to the total, then
over half the change in the General
Assembly's composition in recent times is
accounted for. (The Richmond, Northern
Virginia, and Hampton Roads areas elect
only about a third of the entire legislature.)
Ideologically, the 1979 elections had little
effect on the General Assembly. This was
true not only because of the miniscule seat
turnover, but also because of a close
aggregate pairing of political philosophy
among incoming and outgoing Assembly
members. A slight drift rightward in the
House and a tiny drift leftward in the Senate
could be detected, but in both cases the
movement was almost imperceptible. The
Virginia legislature continues to be an
essentially conservative group, with the
Senate perhaps somewhat more moderate
than the House.
In the past, the political party affiliation of
members of both houses has not been at all
reliable as an indication of their political
philosophy and issue orientation. That
remains true to a certain extent; some
Democratic legislators still pass conservative
litmus tests with flying colors, and some
GOP legislators of the moderate to liberal
persuasion survive-despite the opposite

philosophical coloration of their national
and statewide counterparts. However, there
seems to be less of that divergence in the
General Assembly today, particularly with
respect to those who have more recently
entered it. Perhaps this gradual metamorphosis in As~embly membership is one more
indication that the party realignment that
Virginia has already experienced on the
national and statewide levels is, at long last,
reaching the local level.
One other note about parties and ideology
is in order. Activists in both parties (those on
the right in the Republican party and on the
left in the Democratic party) have tended in
recent years to dominate party nominations,
particularly in the low-turnout primaries.
The reactions of the electorate to strongly
ideological candidates are often instructive.
While it is by no means certain that
candidates near the liberal or conservative
ends of the Virginia spectrum will go down
to defeat, neither is their victory certain or
even probable. Liberal Democrats learned
that bitter lesson with populist Henry
Howell's crushing 1977 defeat for governor,
and conservative Republicans may have
found a similar lesson in the 1979 defeat of
the father-and-son pair of archconservative
Thoburns in two Northern Virginia legislative districts.

PARTY BALANCE

The state GOP clearly failed to reach its
announced 1979 goal of winning more than
one-third of one or both legislative houses
(so that Governor John N. Dalton's vetoes
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could assuredly be sustained). I That is not to
say that Republicans did not come close,
however, at least in the Senate. An eight-seat
Senate gain would have been sufficient to
meet the GOP goal; while Republicans
posted only a three-seat gain (for a total of
nine seats), they were well within striking
distance in seven other districts. As it is, the
post-1979 Republican Senate contingent is
at a century high watermark (see Table 2).
Republicans did not do nearly so well in
House races. Even though the GO P's current
total of twenty-five House seats is, again, a
modern record, their three-seat gain was a
considerable disappointment.
The state GOP has had an agonizingly
long wait for the party realignment of the
early 1970s-which at the state level saw
Republicans become fully competitive, and
even dominant-to reach the local level.
This is not particularly surprising, however.
A "friends and neighbors" vote, which
overrides party labels, often holds sway in
General Assembly races and other local
elections. This is especially true in nongubernatorial legislative election years because
voter turnout is generally quite light. (Even
in gubernatorial years, significant "voter

fatigue" or "ballot fall-off' occurs, resulting
in far fewer votes cast in the General
Assembly races listed at the bottom of the
ballot than in the governor's contest listed at
the very top.)
Another major factor preventing a Republican surge is incumbency's electoral
benefit. Voters clearly have a bias in favor of
re-electing incumbenf officeholders, and at
the state legislative level the vast majority of
incumbents are Democrats. (As noted
previously, since Virginia has an exceptionally low seat turnover, there are also few
races without an incumbent running; and it
is in contests for "open seats" that the
"minority" party has the greatest opportunity for gain.)2 Moreover, voters tend to have
relatively little information about candidates
for lesser offices, a fact which probably
increases their bias toward incumbents. This
low level of voter information is due not only
to the lesser degree of importance attached
to legislative elections by the voter but also
to the generally parsimonious expenditures
of legislative candidates and, in some areas,
to the existence of large multimember
districts where the multitudinous maze of

'Actually, an overwhelming Democratic Assembly in the 1979

opportunities in 1979. While all three Senate vacancies were

session had great difficulty mustering a vote that even came close to

retained by Democrats, the Republicans won four of seven open

2The Republicans did take some advantage of the "open seat"

overriding Dalton's vetoes. There are, and have been, enough

House seats held by retiring Democratic incumbents. (This was a

conservative Democrats in both houses to sustain a Republican

much better record than in 1977, when the GOP won only one of

governor on most, if not virtually all, vetoes. Gubernatorial vetoes

eleven open Democratic seats.) Republican celebration was

are rarely overridden in Virginia; there have been only two

tempered by the fact that the party held only two offour open GOP

successful veto override attempts since the 1920s.

seats in 1979.

Table 2
PARTY REPRESENTATION IN THE VIRGINIA GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1969-1979

candidacies makes intelligent, informative
voting difficult even for the most conscientious citizen.
The lack of any party labels on the
Virginia ballot further contributes to the
information problem, denying the voter a
vital piece of information in the polling
booth. Given Virginians' recent propensity
to vote Republican at the statewide level,
where voters are more knowledgeable about
the candidates and far more likely to know
the candidates' party affiliations, one has to
wonder whether the GOP might well benefit
from the listing of party designations on the
ballot.
Whether party labels are added or not, a
prediction of further GOP legislative inroads
during the 1980s is probably a safe one, given
the evidence in Table 3. Republican success
in 1979 has been somewhat understated
because of a concentration on only one
incomplete dimension-namely, the total
number of General Assembly seats gained by
the GOP. When the full electoral record is
examined, the assessment is more accurate.
Overall, Republican candidates garnered
36.5 percent of all legislative votes cast
statewide in 1979, near their 1969 modern
high watermark. Democrats still led with a
large majority (62.0 percent), but this figure
includes tens of thousands of votes cast for
unopposed nominees. (Only a few GOP
candidates were unopposed.)
Obviously, if all Democratic candidates
had faced GOP opponents, the Republican
vote total would have swelled, even if the
GOP had not been able to win any additional
seats. When the vote totals are restricted to
only those districts in which Democrats
actually had Republican opponents, the
GOP fares considerably better. Outstripping
their best previous mark, Republicans
captured 43.4 percent of the party-contested
district vote, to 56.3 percent for the Democrats.
A LOOK TO THE CENTURY'S END

Senate a
Year

1969
1971
1973
1975
1977
1979

Democrats

House

Republicans

Democrats

Republicans

Independents

Total

33
33
34
35
34
31
200

7
7
6
5
6
9
40

75
73
65
78
76
74
441

24
24
20
17
21
25
131

1
3
15
5
3
1
28

Percent

83.3

73.5

16.7

21.8

4.7

SOURCE:

Compiled from official election results provided by the State Board of Elections.

NOTE: Party classification is made on the basis of status at the time of election. Occasionally special
elections or a party switch by an incumbent senator between elections produces a variance in the Senate
totals.
aNo Independents have been elected to the Senate during the years surveyed.

For the future, the GOP might well
concentrate its resources with greater success
on Senate rather than House seats. In a state
pattern that has a national parallel, senators
seeking re-election have been defeated at a
somewhat greater rate than House members.
In 1979 fully 96.6 percent of all House
members running for a new term were reelected, but just 89.5 percent of senators
seeking re-election were returned to Richmond. 3 In 1975 (like 1979, an off-year
election) the disparity was even greater; 94.4
percent of all House incumbents who were
candidates won, compared to only 79
percent of Senate incumbents. Precisely the
same occurrence is observed at the national
level. In 1978, 95 percent of the members of
the U.S. House of Representatives who
sought another term were victorious, while a
surprisingly small 60 percent of sitting U.S.

3These figures include incumbents defeated in party primaries.
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Table 3
VOTE BY PARTIES IN GENERAL ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS IN VIRGINIA, 1969-1979

Party
Statewide
Democratic
Republican
Independent
Write-ins

1971

60.0
37.1
2.8
0.1

58.6
34.6
6.8

55.9
31.7
12.4

100.0

100.0

56.9
39.9
3.2
100.0

1977

1979

1969-1979
Average

66.9
28.1
4.9
0.1

66.6
29.7
3.7

62.0
36.5
1.5

61.7
33.0
5.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

55.3
37.1
7.6

54.6
32.6
12.8

57.3
40.0
2.7

61.8
36.2
2.0

56.3
43.4
0.3

57.0
38.2
4.8

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

--

TOTAL
Party Contests a
Democratic
Republican
Independent
Write-ins
TOTAL

Percent of Vote
1973
1975

1969

--

Compiled from official election results provided by the State Board of Elections.

SOURCE:

NOTE: Both Senate and House elections are included in the tabulations in this table. Each vote castwhether in a single-member or multimember district-is counted.

a A "party contest" is an election that had both a formally designated Democratic nominee and a
Republican nominee.

senators who ran for re-election could be
found in the winner's circle on election night.
The figures for 1976 were comparable (96
percent for the U.S. House and 64 percent
for the U.S. Senate).
One major reason that senators are at least
marginally more vulnerable than representatives is the varying degree of public attention
and scrutiny focused on incumbents for
different offices. The Virginia Senate candidates usually receive the greatest share of
publicity since the upper chamber (whose
members serve more populous districts) is
smaller and, in the American scheme, more
prestigious. Thus, the average voter probably learns somewhat more about Senate
candidates than Hou e candida e -and the
greater the level of information possessed by
the voter, the less likely he is to rely on
incumbency (or party) bias.
It is just a guess, of course, but a
reasonable bet would be that Virginia (and
the nation as well) will see a Republican
Senate before a Republican House. In light
of the large General Assembly majority
retained by the Democratic party in the 1979
legislative elections, such conjecture might
seem to be fanciful, a mere piped ream for the
Virginia GOP in the 1980s. But political
activists and voting analysts alike have only
to remember that the Virginia of the 1970sat least at the statewide level-was the site of
Republican dreams come true.
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